BIBLE - study, etc.

922 How to study a prophet
964 Acts 1f
967 Imagination in ministry
977 Inductive (in Bib Sem trad) -- book jacket
1016 influence of....Aleixandre's "Moses" poem
899 --Translations: GNB
1037. W.W. White diagram on
1041. Conflations (Eng.)
1047. "Scripture," language-feel (a Transculture Allegory)
1079. Holy Land -- Significant Dates
1093. Gp. BS of L.15
1148. Type of lit. in
1150. +Cultural+ +identity+ +ideology+
1192. "Bibl. VP. vs. alternatives" (CHART)
604. How to read the B: "moon speed" (= holy speed)
1207. BVR method
1223. Power - context
1242. R.D.
1230. Inductive B.S.
1357. Contacts charting
1503. Tradition, non-fist? (asbury Park, N.J. 07712) P.O. Box 1985
1937. B. Cline
2637. "Hebrew B."
0304. alienation from Elba Carney
3191. Tom in session
1242. Cowan in